SELF TEST KIT
Self test kit for hearing assessment.

UNLOCK THE POWER OF
REMOTE CARE
YOUR COVID-19 SOLUTION
Remain at the forefront of providing hearing
care directly to patients using our advanced,
user-friendly digital solutions.

hearX Self Test Kit is a tablet-based hearing care solution suitable for:

HOME TESTING

CURB-SIDE TESTING

COUNTER-SIDE TESTING

Quick at-home hearing
assessment, easy-to-use.

Offer a drive-through hearing
assessment service.

Quick and easy in-store
hearing assessment.

HEARX SELF TEST KIT WORKS IN 4 EASY STEPS
Setup your hearX Self Test Kit and deliver it to your patient’s home or a remote location.

Easy step-by-step software guides your patient through a comprehensive hearing assessment
either at home, a drive-through setting or in-store.

Receive test results from the hearX Self Test Kit instantly through a secure cloud service, to counsel
patients remotely, program and send hearing aids (with remote fine-tuning and telesupport*).

Move hearX Self Test Kit around between locations and suitable environments.
*For hearing aids with manufacturer supported telehealth features
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SETUP YOUR HEARX SELF TEST KIT IN NO TIME*
Enable Self Test Kit feature and set up your test battery to cover all required tests for successful hearing
aid fitting:

PURE TONE AUDIOMETRY
hearTest™ is a certified, FDA-registered pure tone audiometer (IEC 60645-1) with calibrated headphones.
Intelligent threshold seeking, noise monitoring and sensor-based quality control ensure rapid automated
audiometry.

SPEECH-IN-NOISE
hearSpeech offers a digits-in-noise self-test for speech recognition thresholds (antiphasic and in-phase
binaural stimuli) and a masking level difference score. Informs patient care, counselling and management
of expectations.

EAR RISK ASSESSMENT
hearRisk includes a proprietary risk algorithm (patent pending) detecting conductive hearing loss with 95%
accuracy. Optional to add the CEDRA questionnaire for ear disease.

DIGITAL AI OTOSCOPY (Optional)
hearScope digital otoscope provides a safe, simple way to capture images of the eardrum. Validated AI
classification system categorizes images into diagnostic categories.

Use the secure cloud portal to access patients’ results to enable remote support, counselling, telehealth
assistance and reporting:

MHEALTH STUDIO CLOUD
All test data seamlessly integrates with cloud data management system.
*Data costs for device setup and test syncing not included in the package.

YOUR PATIENT’S HEARING TESTING JOURNEY
Use hearX Self Test Kit to complete a personalized test battery with audiometry, speech-in-noise
testing, ear risk assessment and AI otoscopy.
Place headphones over ears, complete software checks to ensure correct placement.
Follow step-by-step on-screen instructions guiding the patient through a comprehensive hearing
assessment.
Optional- hearScope otoscope tutorial for capturing images of the ear canal and eardrum.
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START YOUR TELEAUDIOLOGY PRACTICE TODAY WITH THE
HEARX SELF TEST KIT
HARDWARE PRICING

Set D

SOFTWARE PRICING
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